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Abstract
A search for pair-production of supersymmetric particles under the assumption
that R-parity is violated via a dominant LQD¯ coupling has been performed using
the data collected by ALEPH at centre-of-mass energies of 130–172GeV. The observed
candidate events in the data are in agreement with the Standard Model expectation.
This result is translated into lower limits on the masses of charginos, neutralinos,
sleptons, sneutrinos and squarks. For instance, for m0 = 500GeV/c
2 and tan β =
√
2
charginos with masses smaller than 81GeV/c2 and neutralinos with masses smaller
than 29GeV/c2 are excluded at the 95% confidence level for any generation structure
of the LQD¯ coupling.
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1 Introduction
In minimal supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model (MSSM) [1] it is usually
assumed that R-parity is conserved. R-parity, a discrete multiplicative quantum number
[2] defined by1 Rp = −13B+L+2S, distinguishes Standard Model (SM) particles with
Rp = +1 from supersymmetric (SUSY) particles with Rp = −1. R-parity conservation
has two important consequences for SUSY phenomenology. Firstly, SUSY particles must
be produced in pairs and, secondly, the Lightest SUSY Particle (the LSP) must be stable.
All SUSY particles decay to the LSP, and since the LSP is weakly interacting it will escape
detection and the characteristic signature for R-parity conserving SUSY is therefore missing
energy.
If R-parity is violated the following additional terms – which are invariant under the
SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge symmetry – are allowed in the superpotential [3]
W6Rp = λijkLiLjE¯k + λ
′
ijkLiQjD¯k + λ
′′
ijkU¯iD¯jD¯k. (1)
Here L (Q) are the lepton (quark) doublet superfields, and D¯, U¯ (E¯) are the down-like
and up-like quark (lepton) singlet superfields, respectively; λ, λ′, λ′′ are Yukawa couplings,
and i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 are generation indices. The simultaneous presence of the last two
terms leads to rapid proton decay, a problem which may be overcome by imposing R-parity
conservation, or alternatively by allowing only a subset of the terms in (1), as is done in “R-
parity violating” models [4]. The introduction of these terms has two major consequences
for collider searches: the LSP is not stable and supersymmetric particles (sparticles) can be
produced singly. The latter possibility is not addressed here and this paper focuses on the
pair-production of sparticles, which subsequently decay violating R-parity. Two simplifying
assumptions are made throughout the analysis:
• Only one term in Eq.(1) is non-zero. The analysis presented here is restricted to
signals from the LQD¯ couplings. Signals from the LLE¯ couplings were considered in
[5]. When the results are translated into limits, it is also assumed that only one of
the possible twenty seven λ′ijk couplings is non-zero. The derived limits correspond
to the most conservative choice of the coupling.
• The lifetime of the LSP is negligible, i.e. the mean path of flight is less than 1cm.
The second assumption restricts this analysis to models satisfying lower bounds on λ′, but
these lower bounds are well below upper limits from low energy constraints.
The reported search results use data collected by the ALEPH detector in 1995-1996 at
centre-of-mass energies from 130 to 172GeV. The total data sample used in the analysis
corresponds to an integrated recorded luminosity of 27.5 pb−1.
The outline of this paper is as follows: after reviewing the phenomenology of R-parity
violating SUSY models and existing limits in Sections 2 and 3, a brief description of the
ALEPH detector is given in Section 4. The data and Monte Carlo (MC) samples and the
search analyses are described in Sections 5 and 6, and the results and their interpretation
within the MSSM are discussed in Section 7. Finally conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
1Here B, L and S denote baryon number, lepton number and the spin of a field.
1
Sparticle Decay Mode (λ′ijk)
χ+ νiuj d¯k, l
+
i d¯jdk, l
+
i u¯juk, ν¯id¯juk
χ l−i ujd¯k , l
+
i u¯jdk , νidj d¯k, ν¯id¯jdk
d˜kR ν¯idj, l
−
i uj
d˜jL ν¯idk
u˜jL l
+
i dk
l˜−iL u¯jdk
ν˜i djd¯k
Table 1: Direct R-parity violating decay modes for a non-zero coupling λ′ijk. Here i, j, k are
generation indices. For example, the selectron e˜−L can decay to c¯b via the coupling λ
′
123.
2 Phenomenology
Within minimal Supersymmetry all SM fermions have scalar SUSY partners: the sleptons,
sneutrinos and squarks. The SUSY equivalent of the gauge and Higgs bosons are the
charginos and neutralinos, which are the mass eigenstates of the (W˜+, H˜+) and (γ˜, Z˜, H˜01, H˜
0
2)
fields, respectively, with obvious notation. If R-parity is conserved the LSP is stable and
cosmological arguments [6] consequently require it to be neutral, i.e. the lightest neutralino,
the sneutrino or the gravitino.
If R-parity is violated, the LSP can decay to SM particles, and the above cosmological
arguments do not apply. This analysis considers all possible LSP candidates with the
exception of the gravitino, which is assumed to be heavy enough to effectively decouple,
and the gluino, which cannot be the LSP if the gaugino masses are universal at the GUT
scale [1].
The production cross sections do not depend on the size of the R-parity violating Yukawa
coupling λ′, since the pair-production of sparticles only involves gauge couplings2. The
sparticle decay modes are classified according to their topologies: all decays proceeding via
the lightest neutralino are throughout referred to as the “indirect” decay modes. The final
states produced by the other decays, the “direct” decay modes, consist of two quarks or
one or two quarks and a lepton3 or neutrino as summarised in Table 1. Fig. 1a and 1b show
examples of direct selectron and sbottom decays; Fig. 1c and 1d show examples of a (direct)
neutralino decay and an indirect chargino decay. The classification into direct decay modes
is made on the basis of the topology of the decay, and it is therefore immaterial whether
the exchanged sfermion in the chargino or neutralino decays is real or virtual. In order to
be as model independent as possible, all topologies arising from both classes of decays are
considered in the subsequent analyses.
Following the above terminology, the lightest neutralino can decay directly to two quarks
and a lepton or neutrino either via 2-body decays to lighter sfermions, or via a 3-body
decay. The flavours of the decay products of the neutralino depend on the flavour structure
of the Yukawa coupling λ′ijk. Heavier neutralinos can also decay indirectly to the lightest
neutralino: χ′ → Z∗χ→ f f¯χ .
2Ignoring t-channel processes in which the R-parity violating coupling appears twice.
3In the following the term “lepton” shall denote “charged lepton”.
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Figure 1: Examples of decays of supersymmetric particles: a) direct decay of a left-handed
selectron, b) direct sbottom decay, c) direct neutralino decay via sfermion exchange and d)
indirect chargino decay via exchange of a W ∗.
The chargino can decay indirectly to the neutralino: χ+ →W∗χ → f f¯ ′χ. The chargino
can also decay directly to SM particles: χ+ → uu¯l+ or χ+ → ud¯ν. This typically happens
when sfermions are lighter than the chargino, or when the chargino is the LSP. Throughout
this paper the gauge unification condition [1]
M1 =
5
3
tan2 θWM2 (2)
is assumed. Under this assumption the chargino cannot be the LSP if Mχ+ > 45.6GeV/c
2
– the LEP 1 chargino mass limit [7]–, but it is noted that the search analyses cover chargino
LSP topologies.
Sfermions can decay indirectly to the lightest neutralino: ℓ˜→ lχ, ν˜ → νχ and q˜→ qχ.
If the chargino is lighter than the sfermions, the decays ℓ˜→ νχ+, ν˜ → l−χ+ and q˜→ q′χ+
are viable decay modes, but are not considered in the following. Sfermions may also decay
directly to two quarks, in the case of sleptons and sneutrinos, or a quark and a lepton or
neutrino, in the case of squarks.
3 Existing Limits and the LSP Decay Length
No direct searches were undertaken at LEP 1 under the assumption of a non-zero LQD¯
operator. However direct decays of sfermions are constrained by searches for other particles.
Searches for charged Higgs bosons at LEP 1 [8] constrain slepton or sneutrino pairs decaying
directly to four-jet final states leading to a mass limit of Mℓ˜,Mν˜ > 45GeV/c
2.
3
When the direct decays of squarks are dominant the signature is identical to leptoquark
production. The limits from the Tevatron [9] on scalar leptoquarks are MLQ > 213GeV/c
2
and 184GeV/c2 for BR(LQ → eq) = 1 and BR(LQ → µq) = 1, respectively, and exclude
the possibility of seeing q˜→ eq or q˜→ µq at LEP.
For charginos and neutralinos and the indirect decay modes of the sfermions the only
existing limits on sparticle masses are those that derive from the precision measurements
of the Z-width: Mχ+ > 45.6GeV/c
2, Mℓ˜ > 38GeV/c
2, Mν˜ > 41GeV/c
2 and
Mq˜L > 44GeV/c
2. Allowing for a general mixing in the squark sector there is no absolute
lower bound on squark masses.
In addition to these mass limits, upper-bounds on the size of the coupling λ′ from low
energy constraints exist [10]. The most stringent limit requires [11]:
λ′133 < 0.002
√
Mb˜
100GeV/c2
(3)
As discussed in [5] this bound and the assumption of negligible lifetime restrict the
sensitivity of this analysis to neutralino masses exceeding Mχ >∼ 10GeV/c
2, since pair-
produced neutralinos with smaller masses and couplings satisfying Eq.(3) would decay with
a mean path of flight exceeding 1 cm. Close to the kinematic limit, gauginos can be probed
down to λ′ >∼ 10
−5 for Mf˜ = 100GeV/c
2, and direct sfermion decays down to λ′ >∼ 10
−7.
4 The ALEPH Detector
The ALEPH detector is described in detail in Ref. [12]. An account of the performance of the
detector and a description of the standard analysis algorithms can be found in Ref. [13].
Here, only a brief description of the detector components and the algorithms relevant for
this analysis is given.
The trajectories of charged particles are measured with a silicon vertex detector, a
cylindrical drift chamber, and a large time projection chamber (TPC). The detectors
are immersed in a 1.5 T axial field provided by a superconducting solenoidal coil. The
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), placed between the TPC and the coil, is a highly
segmented sampling calorimeter which is used to identify electrons and photons and to
measure their energy. The luminosity monitors extend the calorimetric coverage down
to 34 mrad from the beam axis. The hadron calorimeter (HCAL) consists of the iron
return yoke of the magnet instrumented with streamer tubes. It provides a measurement
of hadronic energy and, together with the external muon chambers, muon identification.
The calorimetry and tracking information are combined in an energy flow algorithm,
classifying a set of energy flow “particles” as photons, neutral hadrons and charged particles.
Hereafter, charged particle tracks reconstructed with at least four hits in the TPC, and
originating from within a cylinder of length 20 cm and radius 2 cm coaxial with the beam
and centred at the nominal collision point, will be referred to as good tracks.
Lepton identification is described in [13]. Electrons are identified using the transverse
and longitudinal shower shapes in ECAL. Muons are separated from hadrons by their
characteristic pattern in HCAL and the presence of hits in the muon chambers.
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5 Data and Monte Carlo Samples
This analysis uses data collected by ALEPH in 1996 at centre-of-mass energies of 161.3 GeV
(11.1 pb−1), 170.3 GeV (1.1 pb−1) and 172.3 GeV (9.6 pb−1). In the search for sfermions
the sensitivity is increased by including also the LEP 1.5 data recorded in 1995 at√
s = 130–136 GeV (5.7 pb−1).
For the purpose of designing selections and evaluating efficiencies, samples of signal
events for all accessible final states have been generated using SUSYGEN [14] for a wide
range of signal masses. A subset of these has been processed through the full ALEPH detector
simulation and reconstruction programs, whereas efficiencies for intermediate points have
been interpolated using a fast, simplified simulation.
For the stop, the decays via loop diagrams to a charm quark and the lightest neutralino
result in a lifetime larger than the typical hadronisation time scale. The scalar bottom can
also develop a substantial lifetime in certain regions of parameter space. It is also possible
that the lifetime of squarks decaying directly is sufficiently long for hadronisation effects
to become important. This has been taken into account by modifying the SUSYGEN MC
program to allow stops and sbottoms to hadronise prior to their decays according to the
spectator model [15].
Samples of all major backgrounds have been generated and passed through the full
simulation, corresponding to at least 20 times the collected luminosity in the data. Events
from γγ → hadrons, e+e− → qq¯ and four-fermion events from Weν, Zγ∗ and Zee were
produced with PYTHIA [16], with a vector-boson invariant mass cut of 0.2GeV/c2 for Zγ∗
and Weν, and 2GeV/c2 for Zee. Pairs of W bosons were generated with KORALW [17]. Pair
production of leptons was simulated with UNIBAB [18] (electrons) and KORALZ [19] (muons
and taus), and the process γγ → leptons with PHOT02 [20].
6 Selection Criteria
For a dominant LQD¯ operator the event topologies are mainly characterised by large
hadronic activity, possibly with some leptons and/or missing energy. In the simplest case
the topology consists of four jet final states, and in the more complicated scenario of multi-
jet and multi-lepton and/or multi-neutrino states.
In the following sections the selections of the various topologies are described in turn.
A brief summary of all selections, the expected number of background events from SM
processes, and the number of candidates selected in the data is shown in Table 2.
The positions of the most important cuts of all selections have been chosen such that
the expected cross section upper limit ( N¯95) without the presence of a signal is minimised
[21]. This minimum was determined using the Monte Carlo for background and signal,
focussing on signal masses close to the high end of the sensitivity region.
In some cases high signal efficiencies are achieved using some of the selections designed
to search for supersymmetry when R-parity is conserved [22]. The selections used for this
purpose were 4J-VH, 4J-H and 4J-L to select four-jet final states with small, moderate
5
Selection Signal Process Background Data
Multi-jets plus Leptons χ+χ− → qqqqχχ 2.1 3
χ+χ− → lνqqχχ
χ+χ− → lνlνχχ
Four Jets ν˜ν˜ → qqqq 44.0 42
ℓ˜ℓ˜→ qqqq
Two Jets (plus Leptons) Selections
2J+2τ q˜q˜→ τqτq 1.1 2
2J+τν q˜q˜→ νqτq 2.0 0
AJ-H q˜q˜→ νqνq 1.7 0
Direct Chargino / Neutralino Decay Selections
4J(2L) χχ→ lqqlqq 1.5 1
4J(2τ) χχ→ τqqτqq 1.3 1
2L2J(2J) χχ→ lqqlqq 1.0 0
2τ2J(2J) χχ→ τqqτqq 1.6 2
4J(2ν) χχ→ νqqνqq 2.1 3
4J(Lν) χχ→ lqqνqq 1.6 1
4J2L-low χχ→ lqqlqq 1.6 1
4JLν-low χχ→ lqqνqq 2.4 2
4J2τ -low χχ→ τqqτqq 2.0 2
4J2ν-low χχ→ νqqνqq 2.4 2
Table 2: The selections, the signal processes giving rise to the above topologies, the number
of background events expected, and the number of candidate events selected in the data
(
√
s = 161− 172GeV).
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and large amounts of missing energy, respectively, 4J-γ to select four-jet final states with
an isolated photon and missing energy, and AJ-H to select acoplanar jet events with a
moderate amount of missing energy. The reader is referred to [22] for further details.
6.1 Multi-jets plus Leptons
This topology is expected from the indirect decays of charginos to neutralinos, e.g.
χ+ →W∗χ→W∗lqq or χ+ → W∗νqq, and the indirect decays of squarks, e.g.
q˜→ qχ→ qlqq. Depending on the W∗ phase space and decay mode, the topology
may resemble a purely hadronic final state, a leptonic final state with some hadronic
activity acompanied by possibly some missing energy, or a mix thereof. Therefore, three
subselections have been designed to select events with differing amounts of leptonic and
hadronic activity (Table 3). Subselection I is designed to select final states based on the
hadronic activity, eg. χ+χ− → qqqq+χχ. Since large hadronic activity is a feature of most
of the signals of interest this selection is reasonably efficient in most cases. Subselection
II is designed for decays such as χ+χ− → lνqq + χχ where the leptonic energy is more
important and subselection III is designed to select the decays χ+χ− → lνlν + χχ.
For all three subselections there is a common preselection, requiring a number of charged
tracks Nch ≥ 10, a visible mass Mvis > 45GeV/c2, and the polar angle of the missing
momentum vector θmiss > 30
◦. To ensure equal treatment of charged leptons and neutrinos
a number of physical quantities are calculated excluding identified electrons or muons. In
Table 3 such quantities are denoted by primed event variables. The qq¯ background is
reduced by selecting spherical events using the event thrust, T , and the minimum Durham
scale yi between all jets when the event is clustered to i jets.
Subselection I reduces the background from hadronic events with initial state photons
seen in the detector by requiring that the electromagnetic energy in any jet, Eemjet , be less
than 90% of the jet energy Ejet. High transverse energy, ET, is required and the isolation of
the missing momentum vector is ensured by removing events with large deposits of energy,
Eiso10 , within a 10
◦ cone. Finally a two-dimensional cut is applied in the (M ′vis,Φ
′
aco) plane,
where Φ′aco is the acoplanarity angle of the hadronic system. Fig. 2a shows the distribution
of a one-dimensional projection of this variable for data, background Monte Carlo and
signal events at an intermediate stage of the selection.
Subselections II and III are designed for cases where the neutral hadronic energy, Ehad,
is not too large compared to the leptonic energy, Elep. Subselection II further requires a high
y′4 value, an acoplanar hadronic system or a high value of y
′
6 (to reduce the qq¯ background)
and Elep < 40GeV (to reduce the WW background). The discriminating power of the
Durham scale y′4 is illustrated in Fig. 2b. As in [5] the suppression of the W
+W− → lνqq¯
background is aided by the definition of the following quantity
χ2WW =
(
Mqq −MW
10GeV/c2
)2
+
(
Mlν −MW
10GeV/c2
)2
+
(
pl − 43GeV/c
∆pl
)2
(4)
Here Mqq is the hadronic mass, i.e. the mass of the event after removing the leading lepton,
Mlν is the mass of the leading lepton and the missing momentum, and pl is the momentum
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Figure 2: The distributions of a) Ω = Φ′aco + 0.7(M
′
vis − 120) as used in subselection I of
the “Multi-jets plus Leptons” selection, b) the y′4 variable as used in subselection II and
III of the “Multi-jets plus Leptons” selection, c) the reconstructed invariant mass Mq˜ as
used in the “2J + 2τ” selection, and d) the energy of the leading lepton E1l as used in the
direct Chargino/Neutralino selections. The data (dots) at
√
s =161–172 GeV are compared
to the background Monte Carlo (full histograms). The dashed histograms show typical
signal distributions for λ′3jk in arbitrary normalisation: a) and b) χ
+χ− → W∗W∗χχ,
c) t˜˜t → τqτq with Mt˜ = 50GeV/c2 and d) χ+χ− → qqτqqτ . In all cases only a subset of
the cuts was applied to preserve sufficient statistics. Arrows indicate the cut positions.
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subselection I subselection II subselection III
Nch ≥ 10
Mvis > 45GeV/c
2
Θmiss > 30
◦
M ′vis > 43%
√
s M ′vis < 50%
√
s M ′vis < 65GeV/c
2
T < 0.9 T < 0.74 T < 0.8
y′4 > 0.0047 y
′
4 > 0.001
y5 > 0.003
y6 > 0.002 y6 > 0.00035
ET > 60GeV


Φ′aco < 145
◦
or
y6 > 0.002


Eemjet < 90%Ejet Elep < 40GeV
Eiso10 < 5GeV Ehad < 2.5Elep Ehad < 47%Elep
χWW > 3.3 (for
√
s = 161GeV)
Φ′aco + 0.7(M
′
vis − 120) < 180 χWW > 3.5 (for
√
s = 172GeV)
Table 3: The list of cuts as defined for the “Multi-jets plus Leptons” selection.
of the leading lepton. The spread ∆pl of lepton momenta from WW is approximated by
5GeV/c at
√
s = 161 GeV and 5.8GeV/c at
√
s = 172 GeV.
The total expected background for the inclusive combination of all three subselections
is 2.1 events, dominated by WW and qq¯(γ) processes.
To efficiently select indirect squark topologies subselection I was reoptimised for the
data from 130 to 172GeV. The cuts on y5 and y6 were tightened to 0.0044 and 0.0025
respectively. At centre-of-mass energies from 130 to 136GeV the two dimensional cut in
the plane (Φ′aco,M
′
vis) was altered to Φ
′
aco+0.8(M
′
vis−105) < 180. The expected background
in the data from 130 to 172GeV is 1.1 events.
6.2 Four Jets
Pairs of left-handed sleptons and sneutrinos can decay directly into four-jet final states with
the property that the invariant di-jet masses are equal: Minv(q1, q2) = Minv(q3, q4). To
select this final state the analysis which was originally developed for the search for pair
production of charged Higgs bosons decaying into four jets in [23] is used.
After requiring at least 8 good tracks and a total charged energy of more than 10%
√
s,
events from qq¯(γ) are rejected by a two-dimensional cut in the (pzmiss, Mvis) plane, where
pzmiss is the missing momentum along the beam pipe. Spherical events with thrust less than
0.9 are then clustered into four jets and kept if y4 > 0.006. After vetoing events with
photon-like jets, events that match the equal di-jet mass hypothesis are selected by cutting
on the mass difference of the di-jet systems, and by performing a 5C-fit (energy-momentum
conservation and equal mass constraint) that is required to lead to a small χ2. A total
background of 46.8 events is expected at
√
s = 130− 172GeV.
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6.3 Two Jets (plus Leptons)
Squarks can decay directly into a quark plus a lepton or neutrino. The resulting topologies
are acoplanar jets, two jets and a lepton or two jets and two leptons. Because limits on
leptoquarks from the Tevatron [9] effectively exclude the possibility of seeing decays to eq
or µq at LEP only the decays q˜→ τq and q˜→ νq are considered.
When both squarks decay to νq the topology is that of acoplanar jets and the selection
AJ-H described in [22] is used to select this final state. For final states involving taus a
tau identification procedure similar to the one described in [24] is applied. Only one tau is
allowed to be a three prong decay; the other must be a one prong. The four vectors of the
jets and the two taus (or one tau and the missing momentum vector) are used to perform
a constrained fit under the assumption of equal masses, and a cut is applied on the quality
of the fit. The obtained mass distributions for data, background Monte Carlo and signal
events (t˜˜t→ τqτq) are shown in Fig. 2c at an intermediate stage of the selection.
The selection for the ττqq final state includes cuts on pτT, the transverse momenta of
the taus, φτisol, the isolation angles from the nearest charged track, and Mτ , the tau mass.
Additional quality requirements are placed on the tau candidates using the ratio of the
particle momenta parallel to the tau direction to the total momentum of all energy flow
objects in the tau, τ‖, and the energy in a cone at angles between 18
◦ and 32◦ around the
tau direction, Eiso. The selection for the τνqq final state also includes cuts on the isolation
angles and on the transverse acoplanarity of the jets ΦjetsacopT. The WW background is
reduced by vetoing events using χWW as defined in Eq.(4). To remove background from
W+W− → τνqq¯ the quantity
χ′WW =
√√√√(Mqq −MW
9GeV/c2
)2
+
(
Mτν −MW
7GeV/c2
)2
, (5)
where Mqq is the di-jet mass and Mτν is the recoil mass of the di-jet system, is used to
construct a second WW veto for the 2J+τν selection. Table 4 lists the complete set of cuts
for the 2J+2τ and the 2J+τν selections.
6.4 Chargino/Neutralino Direct Decay Selections
The direct decay modes of charginos and neutralinos are listed in Table 1. The kinematics
of these decays strongly depends on the sfermion mass spectrum. If a sfermion is nearly
degenerate in mass with the chargino or neutralino some of the decay products may be very
soft. For this reason a large number of different selections are required to cover all possible
cases in terms of final state particles and event distributions. In the following the selections
are described in turn. Brackets around the final states of a selection denote soft particles:
e.g. the 4J(2L) selection is designed for four jet final states with two soft leptons. Table
5 lists the complete set of cuts for all the selections. Topologies with electrons or muons
are selected by the 4J(2L), 2L2J(2J), 4J(Lν) selections with typical efficiencies of 40-60%.
Topologies with moderate or large missing energy are selected with a similar performance
by the 4J-VH selection of [22] or the 4J(2ν) selection. Tau final states are selected by the
4J(2τ), 2τ2J(2J) and the 4J(2ν) selections with typical efficiencies of 15-30%.
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2J+2τ 2J+τν
Nch ≥ 9
Ech > 20%
√
s
Eemjet < 95%Ejet
Φmiss > 30
◦ Φmiss > 24
◦
Mvis < 90%
√
s
pT > 3.5%
√
s pT > 16GeV/c
T < 0.94
y4 < 0.002
ΣpτT > 37GeV
Σφτisol > 45
◦ φτisol + φ
ν
isol > 45
◦
φτisol > 15
◦ φτisol > 28
◦
φνisol > 12
◦
Mτ < 2.4GeV/c
2
τ‖ > 0.99
τ = e, µ OR Eiso < 2GeV
ΦjetsacopT < 167
◦
χWW > 3.0 (
√
s = 161GeV) χWW > 4.8 (
√
s = 161GeV)
χWW > 3.3 (
√
s = 172GeV) χWW > 5.8 (
√
s = 172GeV)
χ′WW > 1.7 (
√
s = 161GeV)
χ′WW > 4.6 (
√
s = 172GeV)
Table 4: The list of cuts for the 2J+2τ and 2J+τν selections.
• 4J(2L): This selection is designed for events with at least two (soft) electrons or
muons and four jets. For the preselection a minimum of nine charged tracks are
required with a total charged energy of more than 20%
√
s and a high visible mass
Mvis. There must be two identified isolated leptons with a minimum separation angle
to the closest charged track (φl) of 7
◦. To reject the four fermion background the sum
of the energy of the two highest energetic leptons (E1l + E
2
l ) is required to be less
than five times the neutral hadronic energy. Finally the qq¯ background is reduced by
requiring large y4, y6 values.
• 4J(2τ): The selection for four jets plus two soft taus consists of a preselection on
Nch, Ech and Mvis. Taus are tagged through their leptonic decays by demanding at
least one well isolated identified lepton. Background fromWW is reduced by requiring
that the leading lepton has an energy less than 20GeV (see Fig. 2d). The WW plus
the qq¯ backgrounds are further reduced by requiring large y4, y6 values and that the
missing momentum vector does not point along the beam axis.
• 2L2J(2J): After preselection requirements on Nch and Ech, two electron or muon final
states with at least two jets are selected by requiring two or more identified energetic
isolated leptons. Zγ∗ and Zee backgrounds are suppressed by demanding that the
invariant mass of the two most energetic leptons Mll be greater than 20GeV/c
2. The
qq¯ and WW backgrounds are reduced by requiring that the missing energy (Emiss)
plus the energy of the leading lepton be in the range 20−70GeV, and that y4 > 0.003.
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4J(2L) 4J(2τ)
Nch > 8, Ech > 20%
√
s Nch > 8, Ech > 15(39)%
√
s
Mvis > 85%
√
s 68(73)%
√
s < Mvis < 98(97)%
√
s
≥ 2 identified leptons with φl > 7◦ ≥ 1 identified lepton φl > 12(15)◦
(E1l + E
2
l ) < 5Ehad E
1
l < 20GeV
y4 > 0.01, y6 > 0.0008 y4 > 0.012(0.0051), y6 > 0.0014(0.00085)
|cosθmiss| < 0.93
2L2J(2J) 2τ2J(2J)
Nch > 8, Ech > 20%
√
s Nch > 8, Ech > 30%
√
s, Mvis < 95%
√
s
≥ 2 identified leptons with φl > 7◦ ≥ 1 identified lepton with φl > 15◦
E1l > 10GeV , E
2
l > 40%E
1
l E
1
l < 32GeV
Mll > 20GeV/c
2 Mlν < 76(73)GeV/c
2
20GeV < Emiss + E
1
l < 70GeV 25(35) < Emiss + Elep
y4 > 0.003 y4 > 0.012(0.0039), y5 > 0.0005(0.0003)
|pZ| < 32GeV/c, |cosθmiss| < 0.93
4J(2ν)
Nch > 23(25), 55%
√
s < Mvis < 93(94)%
√
s,Mmiss < 60(70)GeV/c
2
Φacop < 175(177)
◦ , pT > 12(7)GeV/c
MW < 90GeV/c
2 , E30W < 7(8)%
√
s
0.55(0.56) < InvB OR (InvB × pT) > 6GeV/c
E1l < 10(15)GeV
4J(Lν) 4JLν-low
Nch > 8, Ech > 20%
√
s, Mvis > 85%
√
s Nch > 8, 55% <
√
s < Mvis < 90%
√
s
≥ 1 identified lepton, φl > 20◦ ≥ 1 identified lepton, φl > 5◦
(E1l + E
2
l ) < 5Ehad E
1
l > 20GeV, Emiss > 20%E
1
l
y4 > 0.01, y6 > 0.0008 T > −187y5 + 0.93
Eiso10 < 5GeV, pT > 8GeV/c, Φacop > 155
◦
4J2L-low 4J2τ -low
Nch > 8, 75%
√
s < Mvis 59%
√
s < Mvis < 87%
√
s
|pZ| < 16(17)GeV/c
5.0(5.1) < pT < 28(26)GeV/c
≥ 1 identified lepton, φl > 5◦ ≥ 1 identified lepton, φl > 14◦
Mqq > 110GeV/c
2,Mlν < 65GeV/c
2 N6jetch ≥ 1
E1l > 20GeV, Mll > 30GeV/c
2 E1l < 38(37)GeV
T > −34.3(−35.8)y4 + 1.06(1.01)
4J2ν-low
pT > 11(12)GeV/c,Mmiss > 39(43)GeV/c
2
Mvis > 35(41)GeV/c
2 , |pZ| < 23(24)GeV/c
InvB > 0.1, T < 0.71, α23 > 146(149)
◦
N4jetch > 1
T > −32.3(−33.3)y4 + 1.02(1.01)
Table 5: The list of cuts for the direct chargino/neutralino selections at
√
s = 161GeV.
Numbers in brackets indicate the cut values of the selections at
√
s = 172GeV if different.
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• 2τ2J(2J): After a preselection, at least one isolated lepton with E1l < 32GeV is
required. To reject the WW → qqlν background the invariant mass of the leading
lepton and the missing momentum, Mlν , is required to be below the W-boson mass.
To reject background from hadronic WW decays the sum (Emiss + Elep) must be
large, and the qq¯ background is rejected by cuts on the jet-finding variables y4, y5,
and demanding that the missing momentum vector does not point along the beam
axis.
• 4J(Lν): The 4qτν topologies are efficiently selected by an inclusive combination of
the 4J(2τ) and the 4J(2ν) selections. For the 4qlν (l=e, µ) topologies the inclusive
combination of the 4J(2L) and the 4J(2ν) selections gives poor performance, and
therefore a separate selection for this final state was designed. The 4J(Lν) selection
is identical to the 4J(2L), except that only one identified lepton is required with an
isolation angle φl > 20
◦.
• 4J(2ν): The selection is based on the 4J-VH selection of [22], but is optimised
to select four jet final states with a moderate amount of missing energy. After a
preselection, acoplanar events with a momentum imbalance in the transverse plane are
selected. Events with a high energetic lepton are vetoed. To reject the WW → qqτν
background, the invariant hadronic mass MW excluding the tau jet is calculated
and required to be Mhad < 90GeV/c
2. The energy in a 30◦ azimuthal wedge
around the direction of the missing momentum (E30W) must be small. And finally
the qq¯ background is vetoed by requiring either a large inverse boost InvB (where
InvB = (
√
1
2
(γ−21 + γ
−2
2 )) and γi = Ei/mi for each hemisphere of the event), or by
requiring that the product (InvB × pT) exceeds 6GeV/c.
• 4J2L-low: The selection is designed for small gaugino masses (Mχ <∼ 50GeV/c2),
where the gaugino decay products may be heavily boosted. Events with a large visible
mass Mvis are required to have at least one high energetic lepton (E
1
l > 20GeV).
The four-fermion backgrounds are reduced using cuts on the WW-rejection variables
Mqq,Mlν as used in Eq.(4), and on Mll.
• 4J2τ-low: After a preselection on Mvis, |pZ| and pT, at least one well isolated lepton
(electron or muon) must be identified, with an energy below approximately half the
W mass. The event is then clustered into six jets using the Durham algorithm, and
the charged multiplicity of any of the six jets (N6jetch ) is required to be N
6jet
ch ≥ 1.
Finally, a two dimensional cut in the plane of thrust and y4 is applied.
• 4J2ν-low: The selection employs cuts on the event shape variables pT, Mmiss, Mvis,
|pZ|, InvB and T . The WW → qqτν background is rejected by requiring that the
smallest angle between the tau jet and the other jets (α23) is large. After clustering
the event into four jets using the Durham algorithm, the charged multiplicity of any
of the four jets (N4jetch ) is required to be N
4jet
ch > 1. Finally, a two dimensional cut in
the plane of thrust and y4 is applied.
• 4JLν-low: Events with an energetic lepton are required to have a missing energy of
at least Emiss > 20%E
1
l . The qq¯ and WW backgrounds are reduced by requirements
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on Eiso10 , pT and Φacop, and a two dimensional cut on the thrust T and y5. Finally the
WW-veto of Eq.(4) is applied.
7 Results
As can be seen from Table 2 no excess of events was observed in the data recorded at√
s =161–172 GeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 21.7 pb−1. Of the events
selected by the “Multi-jets plus Leptons” selection, one is consistent with being a qq¯γ, one
with WW and one with ZZ. Both of the 2J+2τ candidates are consistent with qq¯. The
thirteen candidates selected by the direct chargino/neutralino selections are all consistent
with either qq¯ or WW backgrounds.
Of those selections that are employed at
√
s =130–136 GeV candidates are only found by
the “Four Jet” selection and the reoptimised subselection I from the Multi-jets plus Leptons
selection. The latter selects two events at LEP 1.5 energies and one at
√
s = 161GeV. The
two candidates at lower energies are selected by the analysis published in [25]; the other is
consistent with qq¯γ.
In the following sections, the absence of any significant excess of events in the data
with respect to the Standard Model expectation is used to set limits on the production of
charginos and neutralinos, sleptons, sneutrinos and squarks. The systematic uncertainty
on the efficiencies is of the order of 4–5%, dominated by the statistical uncertainty due to
limited Monte Carlo statistics, with small additional contributions from lepton identification
and energy flow reconstruction. It is taken into account by conservatively reducing the
selection efficiency by one standard deviation. Background subtraction is only used in the
Four Jet selection. In this case the expected background is conservatively reduced by 20%.
7.1 Charginos and Neutralinos
Charginos and heavier neutralinos can decay either indirectly via the lightest neutralino, or
directly via (possibly virtual) sleptons or sneutrinos. The corresponding branching fractions
of the direct and indirect decays, as well as the branching fractions of the direct decays into
different final states (c.f. Table 1), in general depend on the field content and masses of
the charginos and neutralinos, the sfermion mass spectrum and the Yukawa coupling λ′.
Furthermore, because of possible mixing in the third generation sfermion sector, staus, stops
and sbottoms can be substantially lighter than their first or second generation partners.
The effect of light staus is to increase the tau branching ratio in the indirect decays (e.g.
χ+ → τνχ) with respect to the other indirect decay modes, whereas light stops and sbottoms
increase the hadronic branching ratios of the indirect decays. Light sfermions can also affect
the BRs of the direct decay modes depending on the generation structure of the R-parity
violating couplings.
To constrain a model with such a large number of unknown parameters, limits were set
that are independent of the various branching ratios. For this purpose, the signal topologies
are classified into the two extreme cases of direct topologies (when both charginos decay
directly) and indirect topologies (when both charginos decay indirectly). Mixed topologies
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Signal Process Topology Masses (GeV/c2) Efficiency (%)
χ+χ− →W∗W∗τqqτqq indirect Mχ+ = 80, Mχ = 30 48.4± 1.5
Mχ+ = 80, Mχ = 70 23.9± 0.7
χ+χ− →W∗W∗νqqνqq indirect Mχ+ = 80, Mχ = 30 56.4± 1.7
Mχ+ = 80, Mχ = 70 52.8± 1.6
χ+χ− → τqqW∗τqq mixed Mχ+ = 80, Mχ = 30 55.8± 1.7
χ+χ− → νqqW∗νqq mixed Mχ+ = 80, Mχ = 30 62.9± 1.9
χ+χ− → qqqq(+ττ) direct Mχ+ = 80, ∆M = (0, 10, 20) (18.6, 20.5, 29.0)
χ+χ− → qqqq(+νν) direct Mχ+ = 80, ∆M = (0, 10, 20) (17.5, 24.0, 33.6)
χ+χ− → qqττ(+qq) direct Mχ+ = 80, ∆M = (0, 10, 20) (36.1, 25.2, 30.3)
χχ→ τqqτqq direct Mχ+ = 40 18.8± 0.5
χχ→ νqqνqq direct Mχ+ = 40 18.7± 0.5
e˜e˜→ eνqqeνqq indirect Mℓ˜ = 50, Mχ = 30 35.0± 1.1
e˜e˜→ eνqqqq mixed Mℓ˜ = 50, Mχ = 30 41.8± 1.3
e˜e˜→ qqqq direct Mℓ˜ = 50 37.0± 1.1
ν˜ν˜ → ντqqντqq indirect Mν˜ = 50, Mχ = 30 23.6± 0.7
ν˜ν˜ → ντqqqq mixed Mν˜ = 50, Mχ = 30 11.9± 0.4
ν˜ν˜ → qqqq direct Mν˜ = 50 37.0± 1.1
q˜q˜→ qτqqqτqq indirect Mq˜ = 50, Mχ = 30 20.2± 0.6
q˜q˜→ τqqνqq mixed Mq˜ = 50, Mχ = 30 16.4± 0.5
q˜q˜→ τqτq direct Mq˜ = 50 21.5± 0.6
q˜q˜→ νqτq direct Mq˜ = 50 19.4± 0.6
q˜q˜→ νqνq direct Mq˜ = 50 29.9± 0.9
Table 6: Selection efficiencies at
√
s = 172GeV for a representative set of signal processes,
with a lepton flavour composition in the final state leading to the smallest efficiencies.
are not considered in detail here, but example efficiencies are listed in Table 6. Additionally,
the branching ratios of the various decays involved in both indirect and direct decays are
varied freely, and the limit is set using the most conservative choice.
Limits have been evaluated in the framework of the MSSM, where the masses of the
gauginos can be calculated from the three parametersM2, µ and tan β. The cross sections of
neutralinos (charginos) receive a positive (negative) contribution due to t-channel selectron
(electron-sneutrino) exchange, respectively, and thus depend also onMℓ˜ andMν˜ . A common
sfermion mass m0 at the GUT scale was assumed, and the renormalisation group equations
were used to calculate the sfermion mass spectrum at the electroweak scale. Substantially
lighter mass eigenstates of the stau, the sbottom and the stop are obtained by varying
the mixing between the left-handed and right-handed states. The limit is set for the most
conservative mixing.
In summary, the limits derived in this approach are independent of the various branching
ratios of the gauginos, with the exception of the branching ratio of the direct and indirect
decays, where they apply to either 100% direct or 100% indirect topologies. The limit only
depends on the four parameters M2, µ, tanβ,m0, and is independent of mixing between the
third generation sfermions, and the generation structure of the R-parity violating coupling
λ′ijk. The branching ratios which set the limit may not correspond to a physically viable
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model in certain cases (i.e. in specific points in parameter space M2, µ, tanβ,m0), and
hence the real limit within a specific model may be stronger than the conservative and
more general limit presented in this section.
As discussed in Section 3, the lightest neutralino can have a decay length of more
than 1 cm when Mχ <∼ 10GeV/c
2 for couplings which are not already excluded by low
energy constraints. Since long-lived sparticles are not considered in this analysis, regions
in parameter space with Mχ < 10GeV/c
2 are ignored in the following. Limits on the
charginos and neutralinos are derived in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 for the two extreme cases
of 100% indirect and 100% direct topologies, respectively. Due to the large cross section for
pair production of charginos, the data recorded at
√
s =130–136 GeV do not improve the
sensitivity of the analysis, and therefore have not been included here.
7.1.1 Dominance of indirect decays
In this scenario all charginos and neutralinos are assumed to decay to the lightest neutralino,
which then decays violating R-parity into two quarks and a lepton or neutrino. The indirect
topologies generally correspond to the cases where the sfermions are heavier than the
charginos and the neutralinos. When the sfermions are lighter than the charginos (or
the heavier neutralinos) and heavier than the lightest neutralino, the indirect decays will
also dominate provided that the neutralino couples gaugino-like and/or the coupling λ′ is
small.
To select indirect decays of charginos proceeding through exchange of a virtual W or
sfermion, the “Multi-jets plus Leptons” selection is used. A set of efficiencies for choices of
the lepton flavour corresponding to the smallest efficiencies is shown in Table 6. Since the
kinematic configuration for two-body decays of charginos into real sfermions resembles
(especially in the limit of small mass difference between gaugino and sfermion) those
expected from the indirect decays of the sfermions themselves, the corresponding sfermion
selections are employed in these cases. The combination of selections used for given mass
hierarchies and branching fractions is chosen according to the N¯95 prescription.
The most important indirect decay modes of the second lightest neutralino are decays via
(virtual) Z-exchange as well as radiative decays into a photon and the lightest neutralino.
For χ′χ production, the topologies arising from the former decay channel are selected by the
inclusive combination of the “Multi-jets plus Leptons”, 4J-L and 4J-H selections, whereas
for the latter 4J-L is replaced by the dedicated 4J-γ selection. Which of these two options
is used for a given branching fraction BR(χ′ → χγ) is decided using the N¯95 prescription.
For a given value of m0 and tan β, limits are derived in the (µ,M2) plane for the worst
case in terms of the branching ratios of the decays. This corresponds to allowing for
all choices of coupling λ′ijk, BR(χ → lqq) and for all third generation mixing angles. The
kinematics of the decays and the signal efficiency depend strongly on the mass hierarchies of
the charginos, neutralinos and sfermions. The sfermions may be heavier than the charginos
and neutralinos yet they may still be sufficiently light to affect the branching ratios of the
chargino and neutralino decays. In this case the decays remain three body decays and the
kinematics of the events are not affected. The limit corresponding to this case is shown
as the hatched outer area in Fig. 3 for tanβ =
√
2 and two values of m0. Allowing for
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arbitrary mixing in the third generation, charginos may decay indirectly via real stops or
staus. For small mass differences between the gaugino and the sfermion, efficiencies are
smaller compared to the 3-body decay efficiencies and the corresponding worst case limit,
shown as the inner hatched area in Fig. 3, is weaker than in the previous case.
This effect is more apparent when limits on the masses of the lightest chargino and
neutralino as a function of m0 are obtained by scanning the (µ,M2) plane and fixing
tan β =
√
2. For this purpose the limits derived in Section 7.2 on indirect decays of sleptons
and sneutrinos are also used when Mf˜ < Mχ+ . The indirect decays of squarks are not used
because no limit improving on LEP 1 exists for general mixing angles. The resulting limits
are shown in Fig. 4 for the case where the squarks and staus are constrained to be heavier
than the lightest chargino and for any squark and stau masses. The limits in the latter
case are significantly worse than those obtained in the former case. At low values of m0 the
slepton and sneutrino limits contribute to constrain the chargino and neutralino masses.
7.1.2 Dominance of direct decays
In this section it is assumed that charginos and neutralinos decay directly to 6-fermion final
states with a 100% branching ratio. Charginos typically decay directly if the sfermions are
lighter than the lightest neutralino, independent of the size of the coupling λ′. If the masses
of the sfermions lie between the mass of the chargino and the lightest neutralino, the direct
decays of charginos can dominate for large values of the R-parity violating coupling, and
if the neutralino couples higgsino-like. In small regions of parameter space direct chargino
decays can dominate even when the sfermions are heavier than the chargino. Note that the
lightest neutralino always decays directly.
The experimental signatures of the direct decays strongly depend on the mass of the
exchanged sfermion. Consider the generic diagram of a direct chargino decay (Fig. 5). If
the sfermion is heavier than the chargino (or neutralino) – i.e. if the exchanged sfermion
is virtual – the momentum distribution of the final state resembles 3-body kinematics, and
shares the energy between the fermions f1, f2, f3 in roughly equal proportions. When the
exchanged sfermion is lighter than the chargino, the mass difference ∆M = Mχ+,χ −Mf˜
influences the decay distribution. The fermion f1 becomes softer as ∆M → 0, and the
signature of the direct chargino/neutralino decays look more like a two-fermion rather than
a three-fermion final state.
Thus the overall signature from the pair-production of charginos and neutralinos is best
described as a 6-fermion final state at large ∆M when the exchanged sfermions are virtual
(3-body decays), or as a 4-fermion final state when ∆M is small.
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Figure 3: Regions in the (µ,M2) plane excluded at 95% C.L. at tanβ =
√
2 and a)
m0 = 500GeV/c
2 or b) m0 = 80GeV/c
2, assuming that the indirect decays dominate
(hatched regions). The white region below M2 <∼ 15GeV/c
2 corresponds to neutralino
masses less than 10GeV/c2, the light shaded region to the LEP 1 limit. The superimposed
dashed lines show the kinematic limit Mχ+ = 86GeV/c
2. The dash-dotted line shows the
Mχ+ = 56GeV/c
2 contour.
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Figure 5: Generic diagram for a direct chargino decay. The exchanged sfermion f˜ may
either be on-shell (2-body decay), or off-shell (3-body decay).
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The possible topologies from the pair production of charginos are separated into eight
different cases (see Table 7, 8). The first four cases correspond to a dominant coupling
of type λ′i3k, where the chargino can decay to an on-shell sneutrino or a stop (Cases 2-4),
or the chargino decay proceeds through a 3-body decay (Case 1). For example, in case
2 the sneutrino is lighter than the chargino, and the topology of the chargino signal may
resemble a four-jet final state for small ∆M = Mχ+−Mν˜ , or a four-jet plus two lepton final
state when ∆M is large. Note that the chargino decays to χ+ → b˜t are not kinematically
allowed, and hence not listed. Similarly the chargino cannot decay directly via sleptons for
a non-zero λ′i3k coupling, since the decay ℓ˜i → td¯k is kinematically inaccessible.
The Cases 5-8 correspond to the dominant couplings λ′i1k or λ
′
i2k, where the chargino
can decay to an on-shell sneutrino or a slepton (Cases 6-8), or the chargino decay proceeds
through a 3-body decay (Case 5).
Similarly, the neutralino can decay to an on-shell slepton, sneutrino or sbottom, or the
neutralino decays may proceed via a 3-body decay. Depending on the mass of the exchanged
sfermion a total of eight cases can be identified, and the topologies corresponding to these
cases are listed in Tables 9 and 10.
The analyses described in Section 6 were developed and optimised for these topologies,
and cover all the possible cases. A set of chargino and neutralino efficiencies for various
gaugino and sfermion masses are shown in Table 6. Given the relatively large expected
background in each topology, it would be impractical to simply take an OR of all the
selections applicable to a given case. Instead the optimal combination of selections is
evaluated for each chargino/neutralino mass, for each ∆M point and for a given branching
ratio into the different topologies using the N¯95 method.
For each of the eight chargino cases and eight neutralino cases signal MC samples
were generated for the two centre-of-mass energies
√
s = 161, 172, for different
chargino/neutralino masses, for various values of ∆M , and different generation indices of the
coupling λ′ijk. The topologies with taus in the final state – which correspond to a dominant
coupling λ′3jk – are the most difficult ones, and are used to set the most conservative limit.
If more than one topology is possible for a given ∆M point, as for example in Case 1 of
Table 7, then the branching ratios of the allowed topologies are varied freely to determine
the worst case exclusion. This approach again ensures that the derived limit is conservative.
The following two examples illustrate the manner in which the limits were derived:
• Cases 1,5,9
The three-body chargino (or neutralino) decays lead to the 4j+2l, 4j+l+ν, 4j+2ν
topologies. At chargino/neutralino masses above ≈ 50GeV/c2 these topologies are
selected by the 4J(2L) selections, the 4J(Lν) selection and the 4J(2ν) selection for
final states with electrons and muons (the λ′(i=1,2)jk couplings). For tau final states
(λ′3jk) a combination of the 4J(2τ) and the 4J(2ν) selection is used. For masses below
≈ 50GeV/c2 a combination of the 4J2L-low, 4JLν-low and the 4J2ν-low selections
(or for tau final states the 4J2τ -low, 4J2ν-low selections) are used.
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Mν˜ heavy light heavy light
Mt˜ heavy heavy light light
small ∆M - 4j 2l+2j 4j , 3j+l, 2j+2l
⇓ 4j+2l, 4j+2ν, 4j+l+ν ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
large ∆M - 4j+2l 4j+2l 4j+2l
Table 7: Classification of the different chargino topologies for a dominant coupling λ′i3k,
and the transition from small ∆M to large ∆M . The attribute “heavy” denotes that the
exchanged sfermion is heavier than the chargino, while “light” denotes that the sfermion is
lighter than the chargino.
Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8
Ml˜ heavy light heavy light
Mν˜ heavy heavy light light
small ∆M - 4j 4j 4j
⇓ 4j+2l, 4j+2ν, 4j+l+ν ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
large ∆M - 4j+2ν 4j+2l 4j+2l, 4j+l+ν, 4j+2ν
Table 8: Classification of the different chargino topologies for a dominant λ′i1k or λ
′
i2k
coupling.
Case 9 Case 10 Case 11 Case 12
Ml˜ heavy light heavy heavy
Mν˜ heavy heavy light heavy
Mb˜ heavy heavy heavy light
small ∆M - 4j 4j 2j+2l,2j+l+ν,2j+2ν
⇓ 4j+2l, 4j+2ν, 4j+l+ν ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
large ∆M - 4j+2l 4j+2ν 4j+2l, 4j+l+ν, 4j+2ν
Table 9: Classification of the different neutralino topologies.
Case 13 Case 14 Case 15 Case 16
Ml˜ light light heavy light
Mν˜ light heavy light light
Mb˜ heavy light light light
small ∆M 4j 4j,2j+2l,2j+l+ν,2j+2ν
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ as Case 14 as Case 14
large ∆M 4j+2l, 4j+l+ν, 4j+2ν 4j+2l, 4j+l+ν, 4j+2ν
Table 10: Classification of the different neutralino topologies.
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Figure 6: The 95%C.L. limit on the chargino/neutralino cross section (at
√
s = 172GeV)
for direct three body decays of charginos/neutralinos and a non-zero coupling λ′3jk. The
dashed line corresponds to the most favourable chargino branching ratio, while the solid line
corresponds to the worst case branching ratio. The latter is used to derive a conservative
limit on the chargino/neutralino cross section.
The N¯95 method is used to decide the optimal combination of selections for a given
chargino/neutralino mass and a fixed branching ratio into 4j+2l, 4j+l+ν, 4j+2ν
topologies. Finally the branching ratios are varied freely to find the most conservative
exclusion limit. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows the excluded
cross section as a function of Mχ+,χ for the worst case coupling λ
′
3jk. The dashed line
corresponds to the limit for the most favourable branching ratios, while the solid line
corresponds to the worst case branching ratio. The discontinuities in the excluded
cross section correspond to the points at which the combination of selections changes.
• Cases 2,7,10
These cases correspond to the two-body chargino (or neutralino) decays to sneutrinos
(sleptons), where the difference in mass ∆M = Mχ+ − Mν˜ influences the event
distributions of the 4j + 2l topology. At low ∆M the signal topologies are
indistinguishable from four jet final states and the Four Jet selection is used. At
higher ∆M the 4J(2L) (or 4J(2τ)) selection is used. The optimal point in ∆M at
which the two selections switch is determined using the N¯95 method (c.f. Fig. 7).
Limits on the chargino and neutralino masses are derived within the MSSM assuming
universal sfermion masses, but varying the third generation sfermion mixing parameters
Aτ , Ab, At between -1TeV/c
2 and +1TeV/c2. For each point in µ−M2 − tan β −m0 (and
Aτ , Ab, At) parameter space the chargino, neutralino and sfermion masses are calculated,
and hence each point corresponds to one of the neutralino topologies or cases (Tables 9,
10), or two of the chargino topologies/cases (Tables 7-8). Again, for charginos the topology
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Figure 7: a) The selection efficiencies for the direct chargino/neutralino decays
χ+χ− → 4q + 2τ via two-body decays to sleptons/sneutrinos. Here ∆M = Mχ+ − Mν˜ .
For ∆M <∼ 5GeV/c
2 the Four Jet selection is used, while for ∆M >∼ 5GeV/c
2 the 4J(2τ)
selection is used. b) The corresponding 95%C.L. excluded cross section (at
√
s = 172GeV).
which corresponds to the worst case exclusion is chosen to set a conservative limit. Finally,
the N¯95 method is used to decide if one or more of the following production processes are
combined to set the overall limit:
e+e− → χ+χ−, χχ, χχ′, χ′χ′.
The exclusion limit in the (µ,M2) plane for tan β =
√
2 is shown in Fig. 8 for the two
values of m0 = 500 , 90GeV/c
2. At m0 = 500GeV/c
2 the corresponding mass limits on the
chargino and the neutralino are Mχ+ > 81GeV/c
2,Mχ > 29GeV/c
2. The mass limits are
weaker for low m0 since negative t-channel interference reduces the chargino cross section
in the gaugino region. This trend may be seen in Fig. 9, which shows the mass limits as a
function of m0 for fixed tan β =
√
2. At m0 <∼ 50GeV/c
2 the gaugino mass limits increase
again due to a combination of positive t-channel interference for the χχ production cross
section in the gaugino region, and the LEP 1 slepton/sneutrino limits derived from the
Z-width.
7.2 Sleptons and Sneutrinos
A slepton can decay either directly to a pair of quarks or indirectly to a lepton and a
neutralino, which subsequently decays to two quarks and lepton or neutrino. Decays to
charginos or heavier neutralinos are not considered. Right-handed sleptons may only decay
indirectly.
The direct topology is defined as that when both sleptons decay directly leading to a
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Figure 8: Regions in the (µ,M2) plane excluded at 95% C.L. at tanβ =
√
2 assuming that
charginos/neutralinos decay directly with a BR of 100%. a) for m0 = 500GeV/c
2, where
the inner dash-dotted lines show the overall chargino mass limit of Mχ+ = 81GeV/c
2. b)
for m0 = 90GeV/c
2, where the inner dash-dotted lines show the overall chargino mass limit
of Mχ+ = 52GeV/c
2.
four jet final state. To select this topology the Four Jet selection was employed. Events are
counted if the di-jet mass M5C obtained from the 5C fit is within 3GeV/c
2 of the slepton or
sneutrino mass. The efficiencies for the signal to fall inside this window are determined at
the three centre-of-mass energies
√
s = 133, 161, 172GeV (see also Table 6). The efficiencies
are relatively constant as functions of Mℓ˜, Mν˜ . Limits on slepton and sneutrino production
are set by sliding a mass window across the di-jet mass distribution, counting the number
of events seen and subtracting the expected background according to the prescription given
in [26]. For this purpose the expected background has been assigned a conservative error
of 20% and has been reduced by this amount. The results are shown in Fig. 10.
The selections employed to analyse the indirect decays of sleptons and sneutrinos were
chosen to optimise N¯95T˙he selectron and smuon signals share the property of an easily
identified, energetic lepton and are efficiently selected by the 4J(2L) selection over much of
the parameter space (c.f. Table 6). When the mass difference is small the leptons are less
energetic and the signal efficiency is reduced. In this region the inclusive combination of
the 4J-VH and 4J(2τ) selection is used. The excluded regions in the plane (Mχ,Mℓ˜) are
shown in Fig. 11a and 11b. The selectron cross section is evaluated at a typical point in the
gaugino region (µ = −200GeV, tan β = 2) to show the effect of the constructive t-channel
interference.
Stau events were selected with the reoptimised 4J(2τ) selection across most of the
parameter space. For small neutralino masses (Mχ < 20GeV) the signal is similar to
two energetic taus and two jets. In this region the 2J+2τ selection is used. The efficiencies
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Figure 9: The limits on a) the chargino mass and b) the neutralino mass as functions of
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√
2, assuming a BR of 100% for the
direct decay modes.
are too low and the number of candidates too large for any mass limits to be set that
improve upon the Z width measurement.
The sneutrino signal is similar to pair production of the lightest neutralino, but with
additional missing energy. The signal is therefore similar to some R-parity conserving
signals. The inclusive combination of the Multi-jets plus Leptons selection with 4J-H and
4J-L is employed for neutralino masses greater than 20GeV/c2. For neutralino masses less
than 20GeV/c2 the signal is acoplanar jets and the AJ-H selection is used. The excluded
regions in the plane (Mχ,Mν˜) are shown in Fig. 11c. Assuming that all three sneutrinos
are degenerate in mass the improved limit shown in Fig. 11d is obtained.
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Figure 10: The 95% C.L. slepton exclusion cross sections scaled to
√
s = 172GeV for the
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Figure 11: The 95% C.L. limits on the selectron, smuon and sneutrino in the (Mχ,Mℓ˜)
or (Mχ,Mν˜) plane for the indirect decay modes. d) shows the limit for three degenerate
sneutrinos. The selectron cross section is evaluated at µ = −200GeV and tan β = 2.
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7.3 Squarks
A squark can decay either directly to a quark and a lepton/neutrino or indirectly to a quark
and a neutralino, which subsequently decays to two quarks and a lepton or neutrino. Decays
to charginos or heavier neutralinos are not considered.
The direct topology is defined as that when both squarks decay directly leading to a
topology of acoplanar jets and up to two leptons. Couplings leading to electrons or muons
in the final state are neglected as existing limits from the Tevatron [9] exclude the possibility
of seeing this signal at LEP. To select q˜ → qτ and q˜ → qν, the Two Jets (plus Leptons)
selections were used, and typical signal efficiencies are shown in Table 6. For the 2J+2τ
selection the limit is set by sliding a mass window of width 20GeV/c2 centred on the squark
mass over the mass spectrum. The resulting limits are shown in Fig. 12.
To select the indirect topology the reoptimised subselection I from the Multi-jets plus
Leptons was employed. The efficiencies for the stop and sbottom signals (c.f. Table 6) are
determined as functions of the squark and neutralino masses and the decay mode of the
χ at each of the three energies. In the region where the neutralino mass is close to the
squark mass the efficiency is reduced because one of the jets is very soft. In this region the
expected exclusion limit, as determined from N¯95 is improved by switching to the inclusive
combination of 4J-VH and the 4J(2τ) selection.
The limits in the (Mχ,Mq˜) plane obtained within the MSSM are shown in Fig. 13. No
limit is obtained for the general mixing angles of the squarks.
8 Conclusions
A number of search analyses have been developed to select R-parity violating SUSY
topologies from the pair-production of sparticles. It was assumed that the LSP has a
negligible lifetime, and that only the LQD¯ couplings are non-zero. Limits were derived
under the assumption that only one coupling λ′ijk is non-zero. The search analyses for
the various topologies find no evidence for R-parity violating Supersymmetry in the data
collected at
√
s =130–172GeV, and limits have been set within the framework of the MSSM.
For the indirect decay modes charginos are excluded at the 95% C.L. for
Mχ+ > 82GeV/c
2 at m0 = 500GeV/c
2 and tan β =
√
2, and Mχ+ > 56GeV/c
2 for
m0 = 80GeV/c
2 (the worst case), assuming that Mq˜,Mτ˜ > Mχ+ . For the direct decay
modes Mχ+ > 82GeV/c
2 at m0 = 500GeV/c
2, and Mχ+ > 51GeV/c
2 for m0 = 70GeV/c
2.
Neutralinos are excluded up to 30(29)GeV/c2 at m0 = 500GeV/c
2 for the indirect
(direct) decay modes, and up to 42(25)GeV/c2 at m0 = 0GeV/c
2. For the worst case
m0 ∼ 100GeV/c2 no limit can be set on the neutralino mass. The above limits hold for
any generation structure of the LQD¯ coupling.
The mass limits for the sfermions are highly dependent on the choice of the indices i, j, k
and the nature of the LSP, mainly owing to the much smaller production cross section of
scalars compared to the fermionic cross sections. For the indirect decay modes and the
most conservative choice of coupling, the slepton mass limits forMℓ˜−Mχ > 10GeV/c2 are:
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Figure 12: The 95% C.L. excluded cross sections for the direct decays of a) t˜Lt˜L → τqτq,
b) b˜Lb˜L → qνqν, c) b˜Rb˜R → bνbν and d) b˜R production with a 50% branching ratio into
τq and νq. The MSSM cross sections are superposed as dashed lines.
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Figure 13: The 95% C.L. limits on the stop and sbottom in the (Mχ,Mq˜) plane for the
indirect decay modes. The limits are shown for the optimistic case of left-handed squarks.
• Me˜R > 57GeV/c2 (gaugino region),
• Mµ˜R > 45GeV/c2,
• Mτ˜R > 45GeV/c2.
For the indirect decays of squarks and Mχ > 30GeV/c
2 the mass limits are:
• Mb˜L > 54GeV/c2,
• Mt˜L > 48GeV/c2.
These mass limits improve considerably upon existing limits.
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